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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE- - Monday, April 20, 2020
Baltimore-based recording artist, JaneliaSoul, is set to release
a new single on Friday | April 24th with the debut of her latest
song “Things Will Get Better”— to the delight of Afro Beats
Aficionados in the States and across the globe.
BALTIMORE, MD April 24th, 2020 (New Music: Coronavirus Crisis
Inspiration)—With the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic, Janeliasoul

is here to inspire "Hope" with the release of her new single "Things
Will Get Better". This upbeat, rhythmic, magical, melodic song
evokes the spirit of Hope in every lyric. Listeners will experience a
spiritual journey as well as the enfoldment of encouragement and
joy with each perfectly placed note. Janeliasoul spreads hope in an
undeniable way. Things Will Get Better is an elixir for weary hearts
and minds—for such a time as this.
Janeliasoul is keenly aware of the gravity of this global pandemic,
and as such, she hopes that her music will serve as a place of
refuge for those who may be grieving, unemployed, displaced, and
distraught—due to the Covid 19 outbreak. Her salient message is:
Keep your head up; Things will get better!
This new single will be available for digital download via her
website, Spotify & Apple Music on this Friday April, 24.
Janeliasoul just released her latest project: I Am a Grown Woman,
which salutes and celebrates women from all walks of life. The
empowerment anthem is a nod to Beyonce’s hit Grown Woman. “I

Janeliasoul

am very inspired by Beyonce’s music—and her fearlessness —and
I covered this song to pay homage to her and all of the the other
strong, fearless ‘grown women’ around the world! I especially
appreciate her latest project, “The Gift”!, said JaneliaSoul
Nigerian-American born singer/songwriter , Janeliasoul , developed
her love of music while growing up in Nigeria. Learning traditional
Yoruba folk songs led to her discovering other musical genres,
such as, Soul and Jazz. Fast-forward to now and the Baltimore,
Maryland resident's 7-piece band "Janeliasoul" is fusing those
influences, along with pop and Afrobeat into one infectious sound.
Lyrically, she draws oﬀ of positive self-aﬃrmations, something she
practices in her own life, on a daily basis. After her video for "LoveHate" reached more than 1 million viewers on YouTube, Janeliasoul
released her debut EP, "Self Aﬃrmation Project." As the album
continues to gain momentum, with lead single "I am Bold" leading
the way, the sky's the limit for this Nigerian Goddess.
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